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Abstract

   Virtual network overlays are being designed and deployed in various
   types of networks, including data center networks.  These network
   overlays serve several purposes including flexible network
   virtualization, increased scale, multi-tenancy, and mobility.  Such
   overlay networks may be used to provide both Layer-2 and Layer-3
   network services to hosts at the network edge.  New encapsulations
   are being defined and standardized to support these virtual networks.
   These encapsulations are primarily based on IP, such as VxLAN and
   NvGRE.

   BGP based Layer-3 VPNs, as specified in RFC 4364, provide an industry
   proven and well-defined solution for supporting Layer-3 virtual
   network services.  RFC 4364 mechanisms use MPLS labels to provide the
   network virtualization capability in the data plane.  This document
   specifies a simple mechanism to use the new IP-based virtual network
   overlay encapsulations, while continuing to leverage the BGP based
   Layer-3 VPN control plane techniques and extensions.
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1.  Introduction

   Virtual network overlays are being designed and deployed in various
   types of networks, including data center networks.  These network
   overlays serve several purposes including flexible network
   virtualization, increased scale, multi-tenancy, and mobility.  Such
   overlay networks may be used to provide both Layer-2 and Layer-3
   network services to hosts at the network edge.  New encapsulations
   are being defined and standardized to support these virtual networks.
   These encapsulations are primarily based on IP, such as VxLAN and
   NvGRE.

   BGP based Layer-3 VPNs, as specified in RFC 4364, provide an industry
   proven and well-defined solution for supporting Layer-3 virtual
   network services.  RFC 4364 mechanisms use MPLS labels to provide the
   network virtualization capability in the data plane.  This document
   specifies a simple mechanism to use the new IP-based virtual network
   overlay encapsulations, while continuing to leverage the BGP based
   Layer-3 VPN control plane techniques and extensions.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  Virtual Network Identifier

   In RFC 4364 L3VPNs, a 20-bit MPLS label that is assigned to a VPN
   route determines the forwarding behavior in the data plane for
   traffic following that route.  These labels also serve to distinguish
   the packets of one VPN from another.

   On the other hand, the various IP overlay encapsulations support a
   virtual network identifier as part of their encapsulation format.  A
   virtual network identifier is a value that at a minimum can identify
   a specific virtual network in the data plane.  It is typically a 24-
   bit value which can support upto 16 million individual network
   segments.

   There are two useful requirements regarding the scope of these
   virtual network identifiers.

   o  Network-wide scoped virtual network identifiers

   Depending on the provisioning mechanism used within a network domain
   such as a data center, the virtual network identifier may have a

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4364
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   network scope, where the same value is used to identify the specific
   Layer-3 virtual network across all network edge devices where this
   virtual network is instantiated.  This network scope is useful in
   environments such as within the data center where networks can be
   automatically provisioned by central orchestration systems.  Having a
   uniform virtual network identifier per VPN is a simple approach,
   while also easing network operations (i.e. troubleshooting).  It also
   means simplifies requirements on network edge devices, both physical
   and virtual devices.  A critical requirement for this type of
   approach is to have a very large amount of network identifier values
   given the network-wide scope.

   o  Locally assigned virtual network identifiers

   In an alternative approach supported as per RFC 4364, the identifier
   has local significance to the network edge device that advertises the
   route.  In this case, the virtual network scale impact is determined
   on a per node basis, versus a network basis.

   When it is locally scoped, and uses the same existing semantics of a
   MPLS VPN label, the same forwarding behaviors as specified in RFC

4364 can be employed.  It thus allows a seamless stitching together
   of a VPN that spans both an IP based network overlay and a MPLS VPN.
   This situation can occur for instance at the data center edge where
   the overlay network feeds into an MPLS VPN.  In this case, the
   identifier may be dynamically allocated by the advertising device.

   It is important to support both cases, and in doing so, ensure that
   the scope of the identifier be clear and the values not conflict with
   each other.

   It should be noted that deployment scenarios for these virtual
   network overlays are not constrained to the examples used above to
   categorize the options.  For example, a virtual network overlay may
   extend across multiple data centers.

   o  Global unicast table

   The overlay encapsulation can also be used to support forwarding for
   routes in the global or default routing table.  A virtual network
   identifier value can be allocated for the purpose as per the above
   options.

2.1.  Virtual Network Identifier Specification

   The above requirements can be achieved in a simple manner by
   splitting the virtual network ID number space.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4364
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   o  Values upto 1 million (or less than 20 bits) are treated exactly
      as MPLS labels and have significance local to the advertiser.

   For future expansion, this draft stipulates that the 16 numerical
   values in the end of the label range, i.e. values 0xffff0 to 0xfffff,
   be reserved for future use.  These special labels could be used to
   indicate the presence of other types of IP payloads.

   o  Values greater than 1 million (greater than 20 bits) are treated
      as per their original definition.

   o  A virtual network identifier value of zero is used by default to
      indicate the global or routing table.

   It should be noted that within an administrative domain, the entire
   range can be used such that the values have network-wide
   significance.  This is inline with the use of statically assigned
   labels today.

2.2.  Identifier Scope and propagation

   The virtual network identifier may be indicated by attaching to the
   route a new attribute.  However, it is also possible to use the MPLS
   label field in the BGP VPN NLRIs to specify this value.  The benefit
   of doing the latter is the reuse of existing NLRIs and label
   processing as is, especially keeping in mind the semantics to be
   supported.  The specification of the identifier value in the label
   field is described further below.

   The use of the virtual network identifier is coupled with the
   encapsulation used for sending traffic.

   The encapsulation used may be MPLS.  In this case, the identifier
   value should be less than 0xffff0, and will be set in the MPLS label
   field exactly as defined in RFC 3107.  There is no change to current

RFC 4364 behavior in this case.

   When the encapsulation is one of the overlay encapsulation types as
   listed below, the virtual network identifier will be set in the
   3-byte label field described in RFC 3107 as a 24-bit value,
   irrespective of the actual value being specified.

   The value itself may fall into two ranges.

   1.  Less than 0xffff0 - In this case, the identifier has local
   significance to the network device that advertised the route.

   2.  Greater than 0xfffff - In this case, the identifier will have a

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3107
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4364
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3107
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   significance as per the original definitions, typically within a
   network domain that is under a common provisioning system.

   From a routing perspective, if an intermediate network device changes
   the BGP next-hop to self before propagating the route, it will assign
   a new virtual network identifier and advertise it.  If not, the
   virtual network identifier attached by the originator of the route
   will be carried as is.

   When an intermediate network device assigns a virtual network
   identifier, the assigned value may be a new locally assigned value or
   it could still be the same network scoped value, if the route is
   being propagated within the domain.

2.3.  Forwarding behavior

   o  Locally assigned virtual network identifiers

   When the virtual network identifier is locally assigned, forwarding
   based on the identifier follows the semantics of an MPLS label.  This
   label can serve as either an aggregate label or a per-prefix label.
   This allows a seamless transition out of the overlay network at an
   MPLS VPN edge, for example, via support of Inter-AS option B.

   o  Network-scoped virtual network identifiers

   With the network-scoped virtual network identifier, any egress device
   treats the identifier as an aggregate label to lookup the appropriate
   forwarding table.

   In both cases, the forwarding behavior at an ingress edge device,
   physical or virtual, does not change.

3.  Overlay Encapsulation

   As mentioned above, different overlay encapsulations may be used to
   provide an overlay virtual network.

   The overlay may use proposed encapsulations such as:

   1.  VxLAN

   2.  NvGRE

   Based on the encapsulation type being used, the virtual network
   identifier is appropriately encoded.
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   When VxLAN encapsulation is used, the virtual network identifier is
   carried as the 24-bit segment-ID in the VxLAN header.

   When NvGRE encapsulation is used, the virtual network identifier is
   carried as the 24-bit tenant network ID in the NvGRE header.

   The fact that a virtual network identifier is carried in the label
   field in the BGP NLRI is determined by virtue of the accompanying
   encapsulation attribute, that indicates an overlay encapsulation
   should be used.

   For a given overlay edge device, the same encapsulation may be used
   for all routes or for selected routes.

3.1.  Encapsulation specification

   The overlay encapsulation attribute may be carried with each route,
   or it may be indirectly inferred from the route to the BGP next-hop.

   The Tunnel Encapsulation Extended community defined in RFC 5512 can
   be used to convey this information. [remote-next-hop] specifies an
   alternative mechanism to carry this information along with each
   route.  The address specified as the remote next-hop identifies the
   end-point or destination of the encapsulated packets that use the
   dependent routes.

   A single encapsulation may be used on a given device.  In this case,
   the encapsulation may be specified for a given next-hop and inherited
   by all routes sent with that next-hop (RFC 5512).

   When VxLAN and NvGRE encapsulations are used, the header by
   definition contains an Ethernet MAC address within the overlay
   header.  When these encapsulations are used for Layer-3 as specified
   in this document, the MAC addresses are not relevant.  A single well-
   known MAC address may be specified for the purpose of
   deterministically driving a Layer-3 lookup based on the inner IP or
   IPv6 address.

   However, an overlay egress edge device device may choose to specify a
   MAC address as part of the encapsulation header in its route
   advertisement.  In this case, any ingress edge device sending traffic
   as per this route must use the above specified MAC address as the
   destination MAC address in the header.  The egress device may use
   this address to drive the Layer-3 table lookup or for other purposes.

   When an intermediate device changes the BGP next-hop to self before
   propagating a received route, it will also need to advertise a new
   overlay encapsulation attribute with the local address as the

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5512
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5512
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   endpoint.  While doing so, it may use an overlay encapsulation type
   that is different from the received route.

4.  Acknowledgements
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5.  IANA Considerations

   The virtual network identifier values 0xffff0 to 0xfffff should be
   allocated by IANA as applications for carrying payloads different
   than regular IP/VPN packets emerge in future.

6.  Security Considerations

   This draft does not add any additional security implications to the
   BGP/L3VPN control plane.  All existing authentication and security
   mechanisms for BGP apply here.

   The security considerations pertaining to the various IP overlay
   encapsulations referenced here are described in the respective
   overlay encapsulation specifications.
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